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 The film was recorded as a hit. Plot Siva (Vijay) is the son of an auto-rickshaw driver. He enjoys watching comedians and an
impromptu comedian, called "Totu", appears and falls in love with him. Meanwhile, Siva's father is engaged in illegal dealings
and has problems with the police. They conspire together to bring down the government and give money to two policemen to

release Siva's father. At that time, Siva's mother also intervenes, but their plan is revealed and Siva's father is imprisoned. Siva,
too, falls in love with a college student, Chandramani (Madhu), and they unite. However, Siva's father dies in prison and

Chandramani is forced to leave the country. In the end, Siva decides to marry her and leaves for a pilgrimage to Ayyanarkoil.
Chandramani, in love with another person, changes her mind and marries Siva's friend, Pammal, and they go to India. Cast

Vijay as Siva Madhu as Chandramani R. S. Shivaji as Pammal Nassar as Totu Captain Raju as I.G.D. Sathyapriyan as Siva's
father Krishna Charan Raj as Paladhas Manivannan Sathyaraj Nizhalgal Ravi Production Producer Vasanth, who wanted to

produce a film about the theme of marriage, approached directors such as P. Vasu, Shankar and R. K. Selvamani. However, the
latter only provided script and the story was borrowed from the film Vikraman was making at that time, Varalaru (1995). The
success of that film inspired producer Vasanth to give the director a chance and he subsequently approached Vikraman, the
writer of the film. On learning that the director would not be able to make a film that quickly, he was advised by producer

Vasanth to borrow from Kannada writer K. L. Mohanakrishna's novel Pelli Chesi Choodu. Mohanakrishna agreed to lend the
film the rights to the novel. The novel's plot was developed into a film by writing dialogues for three days and one week
respectively. The film features soundtrack by musician Deva. Vijay and Madhu dub their own voices for the film. The
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